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MESSAGE FROM
THE CEO

Holger Winklbauer
Chief Executive Officer, IPC
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I joined the International Post Corporation
in July 2016 at a time of fast-paced
change for both the postal sector and IPC
itself. The increase of global e-commerce
represents more than ever, the key growth
opportunities that posts have to embrace.
However, at the same time, the emergence
of new disruptive technologies and
business models blur existing boundaries
and lead to increased competition. The
creation of values for member posts is
IPC’s main priority.

The year 2016 saw many important developments for IPC, such as the implementation of the
INTERCONNECT network. With its new Data Hub, IPC is now in the position to enhance cross-border
e-commerce by offering its member posts reliable, end-to-end track and trace capabilities and a large
range of new functionalities enhancing customer experience. We now expect the volumes of items going
through the system to increase and the platform to reach its full capacity.
Moreover, in 2016, IPC saw the launch of some new services – such as the IPC
Pallet Box – and the expansion of other services – such as the Mail Registration
Device for airmail – showing that we remain committed to improving and expanding
our services for our members.
Sustainability continued to be a priority for us. The IPC Postal Sector Sustainability
Report highlighted that posts participating in the IPC Environmental Measurement
and Monitoring System (EMMS) programme are continuing to improve the
carbon efficiency of mail and parcel deliveries. The 2016 IPC Drivers’ Challenge,
co-hosted with bpost in Spa-Francorchamps with teams from nine postal operators,
represented another example of successful cooperation with members.
During the year, IPC also saw the release of the second edition of the IPC crossborder e-commerce shopper survey, the first global survey specifically looking at
cross-border online consumer habits and expectations. With a scope of 24,000
consumers in 26 markets, we are confident this survey will become an important
tool for posts to better understand consumers and e-retailers’ needs.

Cooperation with
members and
stakeholders is
the key factor for
success for the
postal industry.

On a more personal note, since I joined IPC, I have had the chance to discover
IPC’s many services and joint initiatives. I would like to take this opportunity to
thank all IPC members and employees for their warm welcome and great efforts.
It is a pleasure working with all of you.
Cooperation with members and stakeholders is the key factor for success for both
IPC and the postal industry. I am looking forward to pursuing our active collaboration next year.
Overall, the postal sector continued to develop and the markets have been very dynamic. The year saw a
number of posts expanding their portfolio with new services, acquisitions or merging to create a stronger
link between posts and carriers. This positive turn has proven that posts have successfully changed their
strategies to accommodate the changing trends within the sector.
With the rapid increase in cross-border e-commerce, I see real opportunities for posts to work together and
grow further. IPC will, of course continue to play a reinforced role in this context.
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MESSAGE FROM
THE CHAIRMAN
The year 2016 saw new records of
e-commerce growth. Black Friday sales in
the US were up nearly 22%, while Alibaba’s
Single Day saw a sales increase of 32%
compared to the previous year. With an
overall growth of 7.2% in parcel volumes,
e-commerce remains a key priority for
postal operators.

Dag Mejdell
Chairman of the IPC Board
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INTERCONNECT remains the main response from posts to meet rapidly
changing needs of cross-border online shoppers. The implementation of the
new INTERCONNECT Remuneration Agreement has marked the first multilateral Terminal Dues agreement which covers both letter mail and parcels.
It is vital that IPC continues to recognise the ever-growing importance of
parcels in the industry.
IPC switched its focus from build and deployment in 2015 to consolidation
and performance in 2016, following the successful launch of its new
generation technical platform. IPC is rapidly building capabilities on the
new data platform, focussing on enhanced analytical and performance
management tools in addition to the e-commerce solutions already delivered
such as Returns Services and the Global Customer Service System.

”

The second edition of the IPC cross-border e-commerce shopper survey
confirmed China as the premium market for online cross-border purchases,
while also showing the increased usage of smartphones and the importance
of tracking. The survey showed that 68% of consumers want to be notified
when their parcel will be delivered and a further 88% of consumers
wanted a clear and reliable returns process when making a cross-border
e-commerce purchase.

IPC is rapidly building
capabilities on the
new data platform,
focussing on
enhanced analytical
and performance
management tools.

The priority of IPC will be to continue working closely together with member
posts to best answer to e-retailers and customers’ needs and ensure that
posts fully benefit from the growth of cross-border e-commerce.
The year was also marked by the arrival of Holger Winklbauer as the new CEO
of IPC, whom I would like to welcome whole-heartedly into his new role.
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ABOUT IPC
International Post Corporation (IPC) is the leading service provider of the global
postal industry that provides leadership by driving service quality, interoperability
and business-critical intelligence to support posts in defending existing business
and expanding into new growth areas. It is a cooperative association of 24 member
postal operators in Asia Pacific, Europe and North America. IPC’s solutions and
services are used by over 180 posts worldwide. Since 1989 IPC has set standards
for upgrading quality and service performance and developed technological
solutions that help members enhance service for international letters, packets and
parcels. IPC engages in industry research, creates business-critical intelligence,
provides a range of platforms and programmes for member post CEOs and senior
management to exchange best practices and discuss strategy. IPC also manages
the system for incentive-based payments between postal operators.
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24

MEMBERS WORLDWIDE
An Post, Australia Post, bpost, Canada Post, Correos, CTT – Correios de Portugal, Cyprus Post,
Deutsche Post DHL Group, Hellenic Post – ELTA, Iceland Post, Posti Group, Le Groupe La Poste,
Magyar Posta, New Zealand Post, Posten Norge, Österreichische Post, Poste Italiane,
POST Luxembourg, PostNL, PostNord, Royal Mail Group, Swiss Post, United States Postal Service

POSTAL OPERATORS TO WHICH IPC PROVIDES SERVICES
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1.1 STRUCTURE AND REVENUES

ORGANISATION CHART*
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

DAG MEJDELL
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

HOLGER WINKLBAUER
DIRECTOR
MARKETS

DIRECTOR
OPERATIONS & TECHNOLOGY

DIRECTOR
FINANCE & HR

HERBERT GÖTZ

ALAN BARRIE

CHRIS KALLA-BISHOP

Responsible for market intelligence,
sustainability, regulatory services,
intercompany pricing and communications

Responsible for performance monitoring,
technological solutions, operational
services and customer group support

Responsible for finance, human resources
and administration

* Status in December 2016

2016 REVENUES

€24.49M
€2.71M
OPERATIONS & TECHNOLOGY
SERVICE EXCELLENCE

€4.10M
INTERCONNECT

€1.49M
CREATING INTELLIGENCE

€1.45M
PROVIDING PLATFORMS
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€0.56M
INTERCOMPANY PRICING

1.2 VALUE-DRIVEN SUCCESS

DEDICATION TO OUR
MEMBERS’ SUCCESS
• We put our members first
• We create value for our members
and customers
• Our members’ success is our
success

PASSION FOR
INNOVATION
• We are passionate about the
postal industry
• We set ambitious objectives
• We provide our customers with
creative and innovative solutions

PROFESSIONALISM
AND EXCELLENCE
• We are a centre of excellence
• We deliver what we promise
• We provide management in a
professional, transparent and
responsive way

SUCCESSFUL
RELATIONSHIPS
• We are our customers’ trusted
intermediary and service provider
• We manage successfully across
countries and cultures
• We act with integrity and respect
internally and externally
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1.3 2016 HIGHLIGHTS
January
IPC releases the results of the IPC
cross-border shopper survey – the
first global cross-border e-commerce

IPC signed a partnership agreement
with the UN Framework Convention
on Climate Change (UNFCCC)
in order to raise awareness of the
impacts of climate change.

consumer survey.

February
IPC’s Environmental Measurement
and Monitoring System (EMMS)
programme is one of 12 companies

April
IPC publishes an update of the Direct
Mail Guide – a step-by-step guide to
successful cross-channel direct mail
campaigns for marketers.

approved by the Science Based Target

May

Setting Initiative.
IPC’s Future of Mail by Air (FoMbA)

Postal CEOs from America, Europe

initiative celebrates ten years of

and Asia Pacific joined the IPC

collaboration between 18 posts and

Annual Conference in Brussels

26 airlines across the globe.

on the theme “Postal Innovation for
SMEs: partnership for growth”.

March
IPC’s UNEX™ 2015 results show the
quality of letter mail service in Europe
continues to exceed the EU’s speed
objectives for the 18th consecutive year.
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IPC launches the Pallet Box, a
Reusable Transit Packaging solution
to facilitate cross-border road
transportation.

July

November

Holger Winklbauer succeeds

IPC organised – in collaboration

Herbert-Michael Zapf as the Chief

with bpost – the fourth edition of

Executive Officer of IPC.

the IPC Drivers’ Challenge in
Spa-Francorchamps, Belgium. The

September
The IPC Mail Registration Device
(MRD) goes live in London Heathrow
Airport. The device allows the quick
registration of mail deliveries at postal
facilities in airports across the globe.
IPC re-certifies two Australian

team from Posti is crowned as the
champions of the event.
The 2016 Postal Sector
Sustainability Report is released at
the occasion of the Board meeting in
Toronto, Canada.

December

Offices of Exchange (Melbourne
and Sydney).

IPC published its annual Global
Postal Industry Report, which

October

covers 45 postal operators worldwide
and includes an analysis of industry
trends and operator performance.

IPC exhibits its new supply chain
solutions at the TIACA Air Cargo
Forum in Paris, in collaboration with
Le Groupe La Poste.

The IPC Common Returns Platform
(CRP) reached 4.5m items.
The IPC Data Hub reached 5bn data
feeds in its first year of operation.
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BEST-PRACTICE
SHARING AND
MARKETING
IPC gathers postal operators from across the globe who are all facing similar
challenges and opportunities. IPC’s mission is to provide a platform for posts
to share knowledge and foster international cooperation. IPC produces valuable
market intelligence on postal trends and organises a range of events for CEOs and
senior experts to exchange experiences, while also creating visibility for the postal
sector internationally.
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2.1 CREATING VISIBILITY
KEY REFERENCE ON THE GLOBAL POSTAL SECTOR
Throughout the year 2016, IPC contributed to raise the visibility of the postal sector, highlighting IPC’s role
in enhancing international mail, parcel traffic and postal collaboration.
E-commerce was one of the main highlights of IPC’s communications in 2016, with the launch of the second
IPC cross-border e-commerce shopper survey. This survey undertaken in 17 global markets worldwide is the
first global survey to look specifically at cross-border online shopping behaviour. The report provided posts
with valuable insights to help postal operators understand and meet the evolving needs for cross-border
e-commerce and was presented at several external conferences.
Eco-driving was another key highlight of IPC’s communications. In November 2016, the IPC Drivers’
Challenge – co-organised with bpost – brought together nine teams of postal drivers from all over Europe for
an eco-driving competition in the legendary Spa-Francorchamps Formula 1 track in Belgium.
IPC continued to establish itself as a source of information on
the sector for the postal community as a whole, as well as for
the media. A public version of the IPC Global Postal Industry
Report, the Key Findings, was developed to respond to the
need for more publically available information on the main
trends and developments within the postal sector. IPC issued
several reports highlighting the evolution of mail and parcel
revenues and volumes which were widely covered, including
in international financial media outlets.
The launch of the IPC Pallet Box, a cost-effective Reusable
Transit Packaging (RTP) to increase efficiency in cross-border
road transport was also widely covered by international media.

FOLLOW US ON LINKEDIN:
International Post Corporation
FOLLOW US ON TWITTER:
@IntPostCorp

Building on the success of the first edition, IPC organised its
second Communications Workshop, gathering communications executives from nine posts to share best
practices and enhance cooperation. The event was well received and will be continued over the coming
years. For the first time, IPC member posts produced a joint video using minimal resources on the occasion
of World Post Day, promoted simultaneously through social networks and through posts own media channels,
including post offices.
Lastly, IPC was present at many leading international events in Europe, America and Asia Pacific, most
notably the Parcel Expo in Hong Kong, the Post and Parcel Services Asia Pacific Conference in Shanghai,
European Post and Parcel Services conference in Lisbon, the World Mail and Express conference in Warsaw
and the Post Europ general assembly in Yerevan.
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2.2 ANNUAL CONFERENCE
PROVIDING A PLATFORM FOR POSTAL CEOS
In 2016, IPC hosted its Annual Conference in Brussels attended by 25 postal CEOs from around the world.
The theme ‘Postal Innovation for SMEs: Partnership for Growth’ highlighted the obstacles that face SMEs
such as establishing a brand, launching marketing campaigns and creating secure online payment solutions.
The Conference highlighted the benefits of postal operators, aligning their digital strategies with partners that
can help to grow e-commerce through the seamless integration of retailers’ warehouse management systems
used in conjunction with postal delivery solutions.
Keynote speakers included Amine Khechfe, General Manager and Co-Founder, Endicia; Carl Hartmann,
Co-Founder and CEO, Temando, and Andrus Ansip, Vice-President for the Digital Single Market, European
Commission.

2.3 EXECUTIVE WORKSHOPS
FACILITATING BEST-PRACTICE SHARING
The Senior Executive Events programme ended in 2016 and in its place, IPC established the e-commerce
Futures Group, which along with the Market Insights project, have taken over the e-commerce half of the Senior
Executive Forum programme. The remaining half of the programme is direct marketing focussed and IPC is
achieving greater engagement with member posts through its online dedicated Direct Marketing resources.
IPC organised its second Executive Workshop on Communications which was attended by communications
directors from nine posts in March on the theme of ‘Increasing the worldwide visibility of the postal sector’.
Participants confirmed the need for such a platform to share best practice on common communication
challenges, such as innovation, digital campaigns, use of social media, visibility in the international press, and
to discuss possible joint communication actions.
An Executive Workshop on New Services for Postal Frontline Staff was held in April. The Workshop shared
best practice on additional revenue generating services which can be undertaken on postal carrier routes e.g.
utilities, societal, recycling and grocery delivery.
Lastly, IPC organised a Market Insights Executive Workshop on e-commerce market needs and competitor
analysis in September. The Workshop was attended by market research experts from 11 postal operators. The
group discussed how to maximise the value of the 2016 IPC cross-border e-commerce shopper survey and
identified further areas of research to develop with IPC as collective projects to benefit from economies of scale.
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2.4 MARKET INTELLIGENCE REPORTS AND TOOLS
ANALYSING POSTAL MARKET TRENDS
As the postal industry continues to adapt to the changing environment, IPC’s Market Intelligence helps
stakeholders stay up to date with the latest trends and provides a detailed view on both industry and operator
performance.

STRATEGIC PERSPECTIVES ON THE POSTAL MARKET
The 2016 edition of the Strategic Perspectives on the Postal Market was released in May, in parallel with
the IPC Annual Conference. The publication continued to look into the growing trends within the European
and Asian e-commerce markets and the role of posts. The report analysed the role of direct and data-driven
marketing and the innovative methods that posts use to engage their customers.

IPC GLOBAL POSTAL INDUSTRY REPORT
In November 2016, IPC published the eighth edition of the IPC Global Postal Industry Report, an extensive
insight into 45 posts worldwide, focussing on emerging trends within the industry. The annual publication
provides an in-depth look into the postal industry and helps posts benchmark their performance. This year,
a new In Focus section was added to the report, providing an insight into emerging industry trends such as
delivery drones, grocery delivery and the Chinese express delivery market.
A public summary of the IPC Global Postal Industry Report, the Key Findings, was released for the fourth
year in a row.

IPC GLOBAL MONITOR
The IPC Global Monitor is a family of reports that presents detailed and confidential information across key
areas of interest to IPC member CEOs and executives. There are two report types: the quarterly Executive
Report which monitors volume and revenue trends for mail and parcels, and the biannual HR Report which
monitors human resource key performance indicators.
The reports allow members to better understand global industry trends and benchmark their performance
against their peers on a regular basis. This year, all 24 IPC member posts participated in the programme.

IPC CARRIER INTELLIGENCE REPORTS
Covering over 50 postal and parcel operators around the world, the IPC Carrier Intelligence Reports provides
information on key players within the postal industry in an easy-to-read and consistent format. This year,
the Carrier Intelligence Reports were further enhanced through new analysis of posts’ key investments and
strategic partnerships.
The reports are available as a selected service to members and are available for purchase by organisations
outside of IPC’s membership.
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2.5 DIRECT MARKETING
PROMOTING THE ROLE OF MAIL
IPC continues to look deeper into consumer behaviour and the analysis of marketing practices within posts,
and is continuously working to publish new research that is of value for our members. To support developments
in the field, IPC identifies the latest direct marketing trends and case studies from key global markets. IPC will
conduct further analysis into the link between direct mail and e-commerce.

DIRECT MAIL GUIDE
In 2016, IPC produced the Direct Mail Guide, meant as a practical guide aimed at marketing professionals
from around the world. The Guide is available to help member posts and stakeholders harness the full potential
of mail in a context where cross-channel marketing is becoming the norm.
The Guide and other direct marketing resources are available to posts via the IPC Direct Marketing webpage,
which is regularly updated. The Direct Marketing webpage will continue to be used as a source of information
and will be updated with secondary research reports.

2.6 E-COMMERCE CONSUMER RESEARCH
STUDYING CONSUMER BEHAVIOURS

26
24,000
RESPONDENTS
GLOBAL
1 REPORT

COUNTRIES
SURVEYED

As IPC continues to conduct research into e-commerce and consumer preferences, the
second edition of the IPC cross-border e-commerce shopper survey was published, providing
an in-depth overview into consumer behaviour when buying e-commerce. Released in 28
reports – one global report, one report per country and a public summary – and a video.
The 2016 edition of the IPC cross-border e-commerce shopping survey was expanded to
include over 24,000 participants in 26 countries, which included all IPC member posts.
The sample size was expanded considerably, with each country averaging 1,000 responses
compared to 240 in 2015.
In 2017, IPC will continue the survey and will increase the reach to include several additional
non-member countries. The survey will be updated to reflect the latest research requirements
of IPC member posts.
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2.7 REGULATORY SERVICES
A PLATFORM FOR REGULATORY EXPERTS
Regulation has a key impact for existing postal services and for the development of new ones. The main
objective of the IPC Regulatory Team is to provide a platform for regulatory experts and to keep them up to
date with the latest regulatory developments around the world.
E-commerce and parcel deliveries were a key focus in 2016 with the launch of the European Commission’s
Digital Single Market e-commerce package including a proposal for regulation on cross-border parcel
delivery services.
The IPC Regulatory Team provides with a platform for 22 posts to debate and identify requirements for
future research projects. In order to provide members with up-to-date information, the Regulatory department
manages the Regulatory Portal which gives IPC participants easy online access to postal regulations, postal
acts and impact studies worldwide. The Portal was updated in 2016 to include two new features for users:
the EU Issue Tracker and the Regulators Tracker. The annual Regulatory Database, published every year,
provides a synopsis of regulatory developments in 49 markets worldwide, including China.
IPC also provides up-to-date news on regulatory affairs via the weekly and monthly editions of the Regulatory
Flash, providing an in-depth look of postal regulatory and legislative developments around the world.

2.8 INTERCOMPANY PRICING
FACILITATING MULTI-LATERAL AGREEMENTS
A key element of IPC’s Intercompany Pricing throughout 2016 was the implementation of the
INTERCONNECT Remuneration Agreement – Europe (IRA-E). This marks the first multi-lateral Terminal
Dues agreement covering both letter mail and parcels, enlarging the quality of service performance monitoring
from only the inbound performance in the country of destination to an end-to-end monitoring. Furthermore,
the new agreement is also subject to an incentive scheme taking into account, for tracked packets and parcels,
the data compliance and timeliness of submission of the information.
Signed by 22 postal operators, the new agreement addresses the growing importance of e-commerce
volumes while still recognising letter mail. One of the main objectives achieved under the IRA-E was to lower
the Terminal Dues level in order for postal operators to be more competitive on the e-commerce market.
In addition, the existing REIMS Agreements remained active between 20 postal operators, ensuring a
cost-covering remuneration between the signatories while keeping the inbound quality of service performance
a high priority.
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A MAP OF IPEP USERS
In parallel, IPC continued to enhance the electronic accounting tool, iPep. This unique and modular tool for the
paperless accounting of Terminal Dues allows postal operators to proceed with all their Terminal Dues accounting
from the sampling information until the production of the final invoice. From mid-2017, iPep will incorporate a
new module for the planning samples that will allow users to estimate the sampling, based on the historical data.
The user base of iPep continued to expand with 30 postal operators, including USPS and FSUE Russian Post.
30 postal operators using iPep in 2016:
Österreichische Post (AT), bpost (BE), Swiss Post (CH), Ceska Posta (CZ), Deutsche Post Group DHL (DE),
PostNord Danmark (DK), Omniva (EE), Correos (ES), Posti (FI), Le Groupe La Poste (FR), Royal Mail Group
(GB), Hellenic Post ELTA (GR), Magyar Posta (HU), Hrvatska Posta (HR), An Post (IE), Iceland Post (IS),
Poste Italiane (IT), Lietuvos Pastas (LT), POST Luxembourg (LU), Latvijas Past (LV), PostNL (NL), Posten
Norge (NO), Poczta Polska (PL), CTT Correios de Portugal (PT), Posta Romana (RO), FSUE Russian Post
(RU), PostNord Sverige AB (SE), Posta Slovenije (SK), Posta Slovenie (SI), USPS (US).

2.9 SUSTAINABILITY
LEADING THE WAY IN ADDRESSING CARBON FOOTPRINTS
EMMS
The IPC Environmental Measurement and Monitoring System (EMMS) programme is a sector-wide initiative,
which acts to avoid the impact of global climate change by using a collaborative approach to improve carbon
management, reduce carbon emissions and increase carbon efficiency to a fixed deadline.
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A key feature of the EMMS programme is best-practice sharing and collaboration. Each year, IPC hosts a
Sustainability Workshop, during which posts are invited to share information and set benchmarks. Other
events held by the sustainability programme include working groups, bilateral meetings and seminars in order
to promote continuous improvement.
The benefits for the member posts that participate in the EMMS programme have been highly significant,
leading to positive environmental and economic results: an estimated €1.3bn has been saved through reduced
fuel and electricity consumption by EMMS participants since 2008. Recent figures have shown that the
group’s emissions have decreased 22.4% since 2008 – from 8,830,000 tonnes to 6,852,000 tonnes.
After achieving the goal of a 20% reduction in CO2 emissions six years ahead of the 2020 target, the EMMS
group remains well on track to achieve the goal of a 90% Carbon Management Proficiency (CMP) by 2020
or earlier.
After reaching the 20% reduction target, a new delivery efficiency target was set: 20% CO2 emissions
reduction per letter and per parcel item by 2025, based on a 2013 baseline. This new target is officially
approved by the Science-based Targets (SBT) initiative of WWF, WRI, UNCG and CDP. IPC is among
a group of only a few dozen organisations worldwide with approved Science-based Targets, such as
Coca-Cola, Dell Inc, Kellogg Company, Nestle, Sony, Walmart Stores etc.
With regards to the new efficiency target, reductions are evolving very positively for parcels while letter mail
efficiency remained relatively stable.
During the year, IPC organised the fourth edition of the IPC Drivers’ Challenge, which was held in SpaFrancorchamps, Belgium, in collaboration with bpost. The event is used to promote eco-driving amongst
posts, with a series of challenges including a theory test and car handling exercises. Posti (Finland) emerged
as the winners of the IPC Drivers’ Challenge, with bpost (Belgium) coming in second place and An Post
(Ireland) placing third.
The annual IPC Postal Sector Sustainability Report, published in November, analysed the results of the
EMMS programme for the reporting year 2015 and provided an overview of the sustainability efforts from
posts around the world, illustrated by best-practice case studies.

IPC’S OWN EMISSIONS REDUCTION MEASURES AND RESULTS
IPC has worked continuously with the United Nations Global Compact in order to combat environmental
challenges by engaging in various initiatives to promote environmental responsibility and encourage the use
of environmentally friendly technology.
In 2015, IPC’s own carbon emissions amounted to just over 700 tonnes of CO2, an increase of 11%
compared to 2014. Of the emissions, 57% were associated with business air travel, 36% were associated
with road travel and the remaining 7% were associated with heating, paper usage, etc. In an effort to reduce
emissions for business travel, IPC continues to place an emphasis on the use of alternative options such as
teleconferencing and remote presentation technologies.
For the eighth consecutive year, IPC collaborated with the Climate Neutral Group in order to compensate
for IPC’s carbon emissions. The last six years of emissions have been counteracted with the Gold Standard
Credits from Cookstove projects in Africa. In 2015, credits were used from the Cookstove Project in Uganda.
IPC continued to enforce its minimal printing policy and encouraged employees to print documents in black
and white and on double-sided paper only. Our printing paper is 100% Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)
and EU Ecolabel certified.
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POST

FOR POSTAL GROWTH
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DATA PLATFORM
IPC continues to further deploy and embed its major transformation to meet market
needs. Delivery networks operated by IPC are fuelled by e-commerce and driven
by data: data ensures that the whole supply chain – from e-tailer to end-customer –
operates and delivers fast and seamlessly.
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3.1 NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND PROCESSES
DATA PLATFORM AS A SERVICE
In 2016, IPC implemented its new data platform dPaaS (data Platform as a Service) which enables its
members to operate reporting, business intelligence and operational solutions. While the previous years
were focussed on consolidating all data into one Data Hub, this year, the focus shifted in order to fully
enable the benefits of the Data Hub by integrating it with member system iPAAS (integration Platform
As A Service). This integration can also be used to improve data capturing for the members to use
the data in real-time. In 2016, over 80m receptacles and more than 765m items were identified using
INTERCONNECT services.

DATA CAPTURE
As international mail and packages move through the postal network, critical data is captured at both the
source and throughout the postal pipeline. IPC receives copies of item attributes and event messages
generated and exchanged between posts. Throughout the year, IPC continued to receive data through various
channels, including the RFID network, which was upgraded to passive RFID. This allows the network to roll
out low-cost tracking solutions for e-commerce in combination with the Data Hub.
IPC continued to operate a data transfer for EMSEVT messages captured in the network, where it continued
to search for the most efficient and economical methods. IPC also investigated solutions to optimise its data
capture solutions and provide more real-time solutions.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
Throughout the year, IPC further deployed MicroStrategy as its core platform for the IPC Insights platform.
The migration of all reports and analytics will be finalised by 2018.
In 2016, a number of tools were launched to further enhance customer experiences.
• Global Customer Service Reporting: a tool created to monitor call centre performance. Throughout the
year, all agreements were migrated to the Service Reporting tool.
• ITMATT Data Quality Monitoring: a tool which allows posts to manage the availability and quality of
ITMATT messages. The tool supports members and non-members to deploy IMATT messages.
• Consignment Reporting: a tool to monitor and improve Leg 2 performance.
• INTERCONNECT Service Performance Reports: a tool to support the launch of the INTERCONNECT
network. The tool contains service performance measurements and data.
• KPG Service Performance Reports: IPC is in the process of migrating all KPG reports, as well as
operational reporting capabilities, to the new platform, which will be launched in 2017.
The platform is fully mobile integrated and was launched as a mobile app, FoMbA (available in the Apple App
store). The application allows members of the FoMbA initiative to follow up with their agreed action plan, see
their targets and their performance against set targets.
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OPERATIONAL SOLUTIONS
In 2016, IPC extended the use of its Data Hub to launch and extend other services.
• Tracking/STROBE: IPC members such as Deutsche Post DHL Group and PostNL launched or extended
their low-cost RFID-based tracking products on the commercial market.
• Notification Service: Royal Mail Group launched a project with IPC to build an international notification
service. This service is based on the Data Hub and will be able to send to posts via e-mail and/or SMS.
IPC continues to operate other services on top of the Data Hub, such as the Common Returns Platform,
IPC’s Delivery Choice service, Global Customer Service System and a consignment forecasting system.

CUSTOMER MIGRATIONS AND SUPPORT
In 2016, IPC continued efforts to migrate all IPC customers to the new platform and worked closely in
collaboration with its customers to ensure a smooth transition.
During the year, the Kahala Posts Group (KPG) network was the main priority. Other networks and services
– PRIME, EMS, UPU Parcels and CAPE – are planned to migrate in 2017.

3.2 MANAGEMENT AND REPORTING
ENCOURAGING QUALITY & PERFORMANCE FOR INTERNATIONAL POSTAL NETWORKS

146
POSTAL OPERATORS IN
THE PRIME NETWORK

289M
ITEMS DISPATCHED IN
THE PRIME NETWORK
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PRIME
PRIME is a growing network of postal operators working together to deliver cross-border
tracked packet solutions for the e-commerce market.
During 2016, PRIME membership continued to grow, reaching 146 members. The
service also expanded its agreements to the Asia-Pacific market, with China joining
both the PRIME Expres and the Registered Agreements in June. In October, USPS was
elected as Chair of PRIME.
At the end of 2016, PRIME launched the Tracked Product, a service which has been
tailored to answer market needs from the Asia-Pacific region for a simple and affordable
e-commerce solution for goods with a maximum weight of 2kg. The Tracked Product now
includes three mandatory scanning events and has already been signed by seven countries.
The volumes exchanged among the signatories of the PRIME agreements increased 75%
on average during 2016 and total managed volumes in the PRIME network reached
289m items.

PARCEL PERFORMANCE AND REPORTING (PPR)
Created in 2006, Parcel Performance and Reporting (PPR) is coordinated by IPC, based on operators’
requirements. The PPR group provides monthly performance reports enabling postal operators to maintain a
trusted monitoring and reporting system on priority and non-priority UPU parcels.
The group is available to non-IPC members and is currently composed of 14 postal operators and is
continuously being enhanced according to operators’ needs and requests. During 2016, the PPR group
monitored and reported around 1m Prio and non Prio parcels.

EMS TASK FORCE
The IPC Express Mail Service (EMS) Task Force group is a service that provides high-quality tracking and
end-to-end service performance. The EMS Task Force group currently has 11 IPC members spread over North
America, Western Europe and Asia Pacific, working closely with PRIME, E-Parcel Group and the Universal
Postal Union (UPU) EMS Cooperative.
This year, the EMS Task Force prepared for the migration to the group’s New Generation System (NGS),
which will be used as a data hub for review meetings and the documentation of existing reports.
The EMS group’s M40 evaluation report was also released during the year, which allows all EMS Cooperative
Members to view and analyse their EMSEVT implementations. The group plans to further enhance its PfP v3
methodology, which will be deployed in 2017. This will done in combination with the E2E programme which
will be piloted with five postal operators.

KPG
The Kahala Posts Group (KPG) is a service dedicated to providing high-quality service performance
improvement in order to meet the levels of reliability required by customers. Services that are provided by
KPG include quality of service monitoring, customer services and e-commerce solutions.
In 2016, KPG reached over 40m items tracked and collaborated with IPC in order to migrate KPG’s
performance reports to its New Generation System (NGS), which is currently in its test phase. IPC further
developed two out of three modules that will be used for parcel reporting, which will be further tested by KPG
members. The third phase is planned for development in the third quarter of 2017.

E-PARCEL GROUP (EPG)
The E-Parcel Group (EPG) is made up of 31 postal operators across Europe and is focussed on providing
a reliable quality of service for priority parcels. IPC provides central project management, quality of service
monitoring and reporting, support for geographical expansion, ongoing service development and enhancement
to operators and their customers.
The group is constantly evolving to market needs, increasing volume and expanding geographically: Bulgarian
Posts joined EPG during the year.
Though remaining focussed on synergies and alignment with other project and services, IPC will continue to
monitor and report on all the areas relevant to the EPG agreement in order to further improve the quality of
service and customers’ satisfaction. In 2016, EPG began its transition into INTERCONNECT’s premium service.
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E-COMMERCE
SOLUTIONS
IPC gives postal operators the right tools to underpin e-commerce growth by
offering a seamless cross-border delivery experience. These solutions respond
to consumer demands for a transparent, hassle-free and reliable cross-border
delivery of goods purchased online. These solutions were enhanced under the
INTERCONNECT umbrella.
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4.1 INTERCONNECT
WORKING TOWARDS A GLOBAL POSTAL E-COMMERCE NETWORK
The INTERCONNECT platform is the outcome of a unique endeavour by postal operators from America,
Europe and Asia Pacific to pave the way towards a reliable global cross-border postal e-commerce delivery
service, tailored to the needs of e-retailers and their customers.
INTERCONNECT addresses customers’ needs for cross-border tracking, delivery choice, cross-border
customer service and easy returns, by offering them the same experience when shopping abroad as
domestically.
The IPC Central Data Hub, the building block of INTERCONNECT allows for the capture, the storage and the
exchange of data between posts, enabling a reliable end-to-end service.
INTERCONNECT provides participating posts with:
• A central reporting and accounting platform to enhance operations
• Continuous monitoring of operational performance through a performance dashboard
• E-commerce standards tailored to the needs of today’s customers
INTERCONNECT allows posts to meet the needs of e-retailers for the delivery of their goods and to compete
on the business-to-consumer (B2C) market, by providing e-retailers with products building on three global
levels of delivery services for cross-border e-commerce goods fulfilment.
INTERCONNECT enables local postal customers, including SMEs and local online retailers, to access one
integrated delivery network and expand business outside of domestic markets to customers in a growing
network of over 30 countries, benefiting from a standard set of delivery features throughout the network of
participating posts.

1

GLOBAL POSTAL
E-COMMERCE NETWORK
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SERVICE RELIABILITY

34

Through the INTERCONNECT Service Reliability project, IPC supports posts
to meet the requirements and standards for end-to-end performance and data
capture, which informs customers of item progression through the supply chain.

POSTAL OPERATORS
USING THE INTERCONNECT
PLATFORM

In 2016, 34 postal operators were using the INTERCONNECT platform and a
number of training sessions were held to help posts understand their data and how
to integrate the BI Tool.
Throughout the year, the requirements for a Performance Dashboard were finalised
and are in the current development plan and a number of INTERCONNECT Service
Performance and Compliance reports were issued.

HARMONISED LABELLING
The over-labelling of inbound postal items received from the origin post is not only a waste and inefficient
but leads to the presence of multiple labels and barcodes on packets and parcels. This in turn means a lack
of uniformity in the presentation of postal items on delivery, which does not contribute to a positive customer
experience. Moreover, a substantial number of postal items are missing a delivery event scan, making these
items immeasureable and thereby depriving the customer from a proof of delivery.
The harmonised label was designed and developed to enable postal operators to optimise the end-to-end
processing of international letter packets and parcels providing significant improvements for e-retailers and
consumers, by reducing over-labelling while also improving track and trace, quality and transit times, and
facilitating delivery.
In 2016, IPC worked with the UPU Standards Board and stakeholder groups to make the INTERCONNECT
harmonised label a UPU standard. This was achieved for parcel labels without the integrated customs
declaration. A work item has been approved to expand the standardisation to include letter packet labels and
a parcel label with an integrated customs document.
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TRACKING
IPC Tracking provides a dedicated tracking solution for INTERCONNECT Premium and
Standard packets, and is currently planning for the low-cost measurement of INTERCONNECT
Economy packets.
The project uses two key tracking methods. The first method is based on barcode scanning and
focusses on the EMSEVTv3 M40-6/7 standard which was implemented by INTERCONNECT
members throughout 2016. The second method is based on passive RFID.
The STROBE (Simple TRacking Of Blind E-commerce) solution combines passive RFID and
barcodes to provide tracking at a lower cost for standard e-commerce items. A high number of IPC
members opted for the RFID STROBE solution and upgraded their existing active RFID installations
to include passive RFID capability. STROBE Lite – which is not part of INTERCONNECT – provides
tracking information solely based on passive RFID reads.

2

KEY
TRACKING
METHODS

During the year, RFID/STROBE members participated in the “ramp-up” process. This requires
STROBE members to tag a set number of live e-commerce items every month to monitor and
guarantee the high quality of the STROBE network at outbound and inbound Offices of Exchange
and Air Mail Units.
Since early 2014, over 600,000 live packets have been included in the “ramp-up” process,
travelling between 20 countries, over more than 350 flows. This has provided a large database,
which is being used to fine tune various technical and data issues. Most flows now achieve the
targeted read-rate performance of 95% or above. By mid-2017 most sites in the passive RFID
network will have achieved the required standard for STROBE certification.
In 2016, 12 posts from the US, Europe and Asia-Pacific region were involved in a six-month STROBE Lite
pilot to test a low-cost basic tracking service for small packets from Asia into Europe and the US.
A task force comprising of ten posts and IPC personnel, known as TRAVO, is conducting research with
the purpose of assessing the potential of RFID technology to provide better support for operations.
The conclusions of this research are expected in 2017.
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SEAMLESS CUSTOMS
Customs clearance can be a time-consuming and complex process as well as a bottleneck
for cross-border e-commerce. In 2016, IPC continued to support member posts
in expanding their capability to make the postal network ready for seamless customs
processing of e-commerce items within INTERCONNECT.

2017

THE EXECUTIVE AND
EXPERT DASHBOARD
TO BE RELEASED

13
POSTS BEING
INTEGRATED IN THE
TRANSLATION ENGINE
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INTERCONNECT participants tasked IPC to design an 18-month Action Plan with an
Executive and Expert dashboard to pro-actively manage deployment of the pre-requisites
for seamless customs, to monitor the results vs KPIs and to monitor progress on the
capabilities required for seamless customs. The participants endorsed the specifications
and a tool will be released in 2017.
IPC designed a solution and signed an agreement with a vendor to build an electronic
document repository to support customs clearance, such as commercial invoice and
proof of payment. Combined with the IPC-developed notification service, the tool will
provide an important part of the missing information for posts to complete the customs
declaration. A proof of concept is prepared for early 2017.

DELIVERY CHOICE
IPC’s Delivery Choice solution provides a number of benefits for postal operators,
e-retailers and consumers alike. It offers postal operators an e-commerce solution that
allows them to attract new business and be competitive on the market. Delivery Choice
brings more flexibility and choice for e-retailers, who can use it as a marketing tool
to attract and retain more consumers. It directly benefits end-consumers as they can
choose the pick-up point which is the most convenient and adapted to their lifestyle. The
pickup options include retail points, pack stations and post offices, whether in urban or
in rural areas.
The solution enables e-customers to opt for the same delivery options for cross-border
online purchases as for domestic ones. IPC’s translation engine will enable members to
access delivery data in multiple countries.
In 2016, Delivery Choice widened their reach, with a further 13 posts being integrated in
the Translation Engine, a tool that facilitates access to delivery location data in multiple
countries. Next year, the Delivery Choice solution is expected to be implemented within the
INTERCONNECT community.

RETURNS
As the e-commerce market grows, IPC has developed a solution that responds to the
needs of postal customers and consumers: a simple returns process for cross-border
e-commerce. The solution, the Common Returns Platform (CRP), builds on the
functionalities and success of the IPC Easy Return Solution and is currently being
implemented by 30 postal operators. The platform supports the EPG, PRIME,
INTERCONNECT, and EMS projects, allowing users to request both dual and single labels.
The platform also supports the provision of custom’s documentation when applicable.
The Returns platform reached 4.5m items returned by the end of 2016 and more than
4,000 e-sellers using the CRP on a monthly basis. The platform plans to extend the
service to new countries and web services and applications.

4.5M

ITEMS RETURNED BY
THE END OF 2016

CUSTOMER SERVICE
To ensure that posts are able to provide the best customer service experience, IPC’s
Global Customer Service System (GCSS) enables its 189 participating postal operators
to exchange queries on tracked items in a fast and quality-oriented manner. This platform
connects 279 customer service call centres worldwide to EPG, EMS, KPG, PRIME and
INTERCONNECT services.
In 2016, the GCSS system was restructured to enhance end-user performance and
anticipate future expansion of the system and growing data volumes.
IPC Insights for GCSS has also been reformed to report on all existing GCSS modules,
allowing managers to monitor call centres’ performance, detect issues, investigate
bottlenecks and drill down into workflow data through dashboards, trends reports and a
module for tailor-made reporting.
Through the INTERCONNECT Content Management System, customer services’ staff are
able to access online information on INTERCONNECT procedures, best practices and
training material. The system will be expanding the GCSS interface with postal operators’
local customer relationship management (CRM) systems.

279
CALL CENTRES
CONNECTED

189
POSTS USING
THE GCSS
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OPERATIONAL
SOLUTIONS
IPC provides technological and cooperative solutions that enable its member
postal operators to achieve common goals and meet commercial needs. IPC
is supporting postal operators to improve the quality of service and perform
consistently against a wide range of industry standards which demonstrate the
value of the postal network.
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5.1 IPC’S POOL SERVICES
STREAMLINING POSTAL OPERATIONS
IPC BAG POOL
The IPC Bag Pool is a shared pool of a standard long-lasting and environmentally
friendly mail bags used for international priority letter mail. Used by 18 posts around the
world, IPC’s Bag Pool has brought multiple benefits to IPC Bag Pool members in terms
of standardised operations, cost savings and environment protection. By streamlining
operations, IPC’s Bag Pool has enabled members to reuse inbound bags for their
outbound production.
The use of a single mail bag that is shared by many reduces the total number of bags
purchased and significantly reduces the amount of bag repatriations between sending and
receiving members, and thereby the costs and adverse environmental impact for transport
of empty bags.
The total IPC Bag Pool stock consists of 110,000 bags, with the number of bags
exchanged during 2016 remains stable at 1m. Thanks to a bigger commitment from the
Pool members, the need for the purchase of new bags has decreased substantially.

IPC TRAY POOL
The IPC Tray Pool is a shared pool of standard and durable plastic trays used to transport
international letter mail. The IPC Tray Pool was introduced in 2001, and has proven its
longevity over 15 years with less than 0.2% of the trays removed from the network for
recycling. By using a common type of equipment, Tray Pool members are able to get
multiple benefits from standardised processes and interoperability.
The Pool is centrally managed by IPC, thus allowing a proper balance of stocks for all
IPC Tray Pool members. Total Tray Pool stock consists of roughly 460,000 trays and 22
posts. The number of trays exchanged amongst Pool members in 2016 decreased from
5m to 4.6m, reflecting the decrease in letter mail volumes

1M
BAGS EXCHANGED

>460,000
TRAYS IN OPERATION
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IPC PALLET BOX

>20

In 2016, IPC and participating posts successfully launched the IPC Pallet Box. The IPC
Pallet Box was designed with a view of optimising the use of transport capacity, ease of
use, better protection of postal items and the lowest possible operating costs for using the
equipment. Designed with ‘tamper evident’ security features and being 100% recyclable,
the IPC Pallet Box is environmentally friendly, durable, lightweight and is weather and
chemically resistant.

ROUTES ACROSS
EUROPE

Thanks to its stacking capabilities, the IPC Pallet Box allows the fullest volume exploitation
across operations, especially of truck cargo space and load capacity utilisation. The IPC
Pallet Box also requires less storage floor area during pre-transport staging and receipt at
destination Offices of Exchange facilities. As a cost-effective Reusable Transit Packaging
(RTP), IPC Pallet Boxes are both collapsible and have a very low tare weight, offering
many advantages to the repatriation processes and storage between uses.
Postal Offices of Exchange benefit from easy double stacking, allowing for 66 standard
Euro Pallet IPC Pallet Boxes to be transported on one truck, offering over two times more
capacity than traditional roller cages, with a potential weight of over 19 tonnes.
The first IPC Pallet Boxes were used on the Paris–London route, soon followed by routes
to and from Switzerland, the Netherlands and Germany. Managed by IPC, the Pallet Box
Pool currently offers in excess of 20 routes and is expected to further expand in 2017.

40
TONNES OF MAIL
TRANSPORTED PER
WEEK
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SPRINTER
The IPC Sprinter Network is an overnight road transport network that carries priority
letters.
Created in 2005 as an alternative to the reduced air transport capacity, the Sprinter
Network has since contributed in improving delivery quality and implementing transport
synergies for participating postal organisations.
The Sprinter Network is a single transport network with nine posts providing the
best fares in the market and a high quality of service, centralised management and
monitoring by IPC. In 2016, the network scored above the 97% target and transported
40 tonnes of mail per week. The network is currently exploring the possibility to expand
with additional routes.

RFID
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is the enabling technology for measuring the
performance of items that do not have a barcode such as letter mail. Currently used
by 36 postal operators and covering over 300 postal facilities with close to 2,000
reading points. Since 2015, IPC has expanded its passive RFID network to support
INTERCONNECT tracking services.
RFID is constantly evolving in response to demanding market needs. In 2017, the IPC RFID
team will further explore options that will help posts in aligning their RFID technology to
the latest technological evolutions. These options are targeted to stimulate and facilitate
further RFID adoption in the postal supply chain.

2,000
RFID READING POINTS

MAIL REGISTRATION DEVICE
The IPC Mail Registration Device (MRD) allows for the quick and simple registration of
mail delivery handovers at postal facilities situated in airports. The device is installed by
postal operators at the point where handlers from the airline deliver postal receptacles to
postal staff and/or where postal operators hand over mail consignments to airlines, which
usually takes place at the entrance of the Air Mail Units at the airport.
In 2016, IPC continued to expand its Proof of Delivery (POD) MRD concept and
completed new installations, including five POD MRD devices and two Proof of Custody
(POC) MRD devices. For the first time, two non-IPC member countries, Croatia and
Estonia, were equipped with POD MRD devices. A new operational report, which
focusses on handler and airline performance, was released.
The IPC Mail Registration Device programme is continuing to expand, and its scope will
widen to include installation at additional new posts outside of IPC member posts.

5
2

NEW POD
INSTALLATIONS
NEW POC
INSTALLATIONS
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5.2 POST–AIR CARRIER INTEGRATION
IMPROVING AIR-MAIL PROCESSES
FUTURE OF MAIL BY AIR (FOMBA)
Celebrating its ten-year anniversary in 2016, Future of Mail by Air (FoMbA) is an initiative launched by IPC
that brings together airlines and posts to find mutually beneficial solutions and establish best practices. The
initiative focusses on improving quality of service, interoperability and cost-effective operations.
IPC has implemented a new executive dashboard, used to monitor the quality of critical Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) for Leg 2 performance. The tool has been widely adopted by both postal operators and airlines,
providing summary-level and detailed progress achieved against agreed action plans to improve performance.
Several postal operators and three airlines participating in FoMbA have submitted a concrete action plan,
which is then registered and used by the dashboard to report performance against plan. All 24 IPC member
posts as well as 25 airlines are now able to use the FoMbA dashboard which has a total of 80 individual users
to date. All posts and airlines using the FoMbA dashboard will be expected to submit and follow action plans
for performance optimisation.
Evolving worldwide security measures for airmail requires further improvement in procedures and messages
exchanged between posts and airlines. The FoMbA Standard Operating and Messaging Procedures (SOMP)
document produced by IPC will continue to be refined to enhance its use as a reference document in these
important areas.
In 2016, IPC presented their most relevant FoMbA-related achievements and projects at the TIACA Air Cargo
Forum, a high-level air cargo event held in Paris, gaining visibility for both IPC and FoMbA.
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5.3 QUALITY AND ASSESSMENT
STRIVING FOR EXCELLENCE
CERTIFICATION ASSESSMENTS
The IPC Certification of Excellence in the Management and Processing of International Priority Products
is an independent process that encourages postal operators to strive for excellence within the industry.
Assessments for the Certificate focus on the processing of international priority products. The main criteria for
assessment relates to: quality management; organisation and resource management; interface relationships
with international partners, carriers and handlers at both the Offices of Exchange and Airmail Units, and EDI
message and data compliance.
In 2016, two new offices of exchange were certified: Melbourne and Sydney. The following offices of exchange
were re-assessed: Auckland, Madrid, Vienna, Hall in Tirol (Austria) and Dublin.

PERFORMANCE CENTRE OPERATIONS
The IPC Performance Centre is IPC’s quality monitoring unit, enabling posts to improve operational
performance by using monitoring and tracking data, ensuring seamless cooperation between stakeholders.
The Performance Centre sends quality data to postal operators, helping them to improve their services
or plan and manage periods of peak volumes. The Performance Centre focusses on monitoring quality of
service, supporting operational improvements, issuing reports and performing operational surveys.
During 2016, through its Performance Centre, IPC provided continuous support in letter mail performance
and the INTERCONNECT network by providing additional support for INTERCONNECT segmental reporting
and the further testing of the IPC Insights and in INTERCONNECT Performance uplift calls. The support will
continue into 2017 with additional training to IPC Insight users.
During the year, the Performance Centre shared 102 Exceptional Events on behalf of IPC member posts
and released monthly Performance and Certification Alerts for members. In the coming year, the unit will
review its operational target setting procedure and will further develop support for IPC member posts and
INTERCONNECT participants in IPC’s Quality of Service and Reliability achievements.

IPC’S SYSTEMS STORE MORE THAN

IPC’S SYSTEMS HAVE MORE THAN

OF DATA

ACTIVE USERS

30TB

1,000
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TEST MEASUREMENT OF INTERNATIONAL LETTER SERVICE PERFORMANCE
WITH UNEX™
The IPC UNEX™ System offers a set of reliable and representative measurement tools that provide postal
customers a range of key indicators and reports enabling users to monitor the quality of service for crossborder envelopes and packages. By using UNEX™ measurement tools, postal operators are able to identify
where bottlenecks may occur in their operations and where corrective actions are necessary.
The UNEX™ team has maintained its stable running levels in 2016 and was able to convert the European
Terminal Dues measurement to meet the new requirements related to the IRA-E agreement. This process
happened in several stages, each time adjusting the measurement to the progress of the agreement being
signed by postal operators.
In 2016, 36 postal operators worldwide participated in the UNEX™ system to measure the speed and
reliability of letter mail operational processes (envelopes and packages); a total of 540,000 test letter items
were sent and received by approximately 5,000 volunteer panellists.
The current UNEX™ measurement tools will continue to run until the end of December 2017, while the
UNEX™ team prepares for the launch of the UNEX™ 2018 measurement. The new measurement contracts
have been awarded to Ipsos (European Terminal Dues and Operations packets), Quotas (European Terminal
Dues and Regulatory measurement in Europe) and TNS (Operations letter envelopes).
In support of the practical processes of the running UNEX™ measurements, IPC is further developing its
UNEX™ Mail Measuring System (UMMS) measurement platform to further guarantee efficiency amongst all
the users of the system (contractors, volunteer panellists, postal measurement experts and IPC staff).

540,000 5,000 36
TEST LETTERS SENT AND
RECEIVED
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VOLUNTEER
PANELLISTS

POSTS
PARTICIPATING

RELEASE OF UNEX™ 2016 EUROPEAN RESULTS ON INTERNATIONAL MAIL
QUALITY OF SERVICE
In 2016, the quality of service for letter mail envelopes dropped below the European speed objective for
the first time since 1998. The objectives as set out by the European Commission in the Postal Directive
impose that 85% of intra-EU letter envelopes (i.e. international single piece priority and first class) should
be delivered within three days of posting (i.e. the Speed indicator) and that 97% of the intra-EU letter mail
envelopes should be delivered within five days (i.e. the Reliability indicator).
The results of the UNEX™ measurement showed that 83.2% of international priority and first-class letter
envelopes in Europe were delivered within three days of posting and 95.2% within five days. The results
covered 32 countries: 28 EU Member States together with Iceland, Norway, Serbia and Switzerland. The
results for 2016 were based on 65,000 valid test letter envelopes sent and received by 1,225 volunteer
panellists spread throughout the 32 measured countries.

65,000 1,225

32

TEST LETTERS ACROSS PANELLISTS SENDING AND/ COUNTRIES SENDING/
EUROPE IN 2016
OR RECEIVING TEST MAIL RECEIVING TEST MAIL
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IPC MEMBERS
AUSTRALIA

AUSTRIA

BELGIUM

CANADA

Ahmed Fahour

Georg Pölzl

Koen Van Gerven

Deepak Chopra

CYPRUS

FINLAND

FRANCE

GERMANY

Andreas Gregoriou

Heikki Malinen

Philippe Wahl

Frank Appel

GREECE

HUNGARY

ICELAND

IRELAND

John Zaroliangis

Zoltan Illes

Ingimundur Sigurpalsson

David McRedmond

Australia Post
Managing Director
and CEO

Cyprus Post
Director

Hellenic Post ELTA
Chairman
and CEO
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Österreichische Post AG
Chairman
and CEO

Posti
President
and CEO

Magyar Posta RT
Chief Executive Officer

bpost
Chief Executive Officer

Le Groupe La Poste
Chairman
and CEO

Iceland Post
General Manager
and CEO

Canada Post
President
and CEO

Deutsche Post DHL Group
Chairman of the
Management Board and CEO

An Post
Chief Executive

ITALY

LUXEMBOURG

NETHERLANDS

NEW ZEALAND

Francesco Caio

Claude Strasser

Herna Verhagen

Brian Roche

NORWAY

PORTUGAL

SPAIN

SWEDEN & DENMARK

Tone Wille

Francisco de Lacerda

Javier Cuesta Nuin

Håkan Ericsson

SWITZERLAND

UNITED KINGDOM

UNITED STATES

Suzanne Ruoff

Moya Greene

Megan J Brennan

Poste Italiane SPA
CEO
and General Manager

Posten Norge
Chief Executive Officer

Swiss Post
Chief Executive Officer

POST Luxembourg
Chief Executive Officer

CTT Correios de Portugal SA
Chairman
and CEO

Royal Mail Group plc
Chief Executive

PostNL
Chief Executive Officer

Correos
President
and CEO

New Zealand Post
Group Chief Executive

PostNord
President
and Group CEO

United States Postal Service
Postmaster General
and CEO

* status in December 2016
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